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MAG07 Katherine
RT 27/04/1989 (my office)

1.  Age 23,  ESW, living  with  her  husband when he is  in  Manchester,  Church of
England (husband is a clergyman), heterosexual.

2. Plainly dressed, long hair tied back. A lot of self-confidence/assurance, but not at
all  brash  or  self-indulgent.  Comes  across  as  being  a  very  open,  educated  and
serious person, also had a sense of humour. Relaxed and seemed to find it easy to
talk about 
these issues. 

3. Doing a PHD in Management Studies, teaches part time. Shares an office with
MELANIE who phoned us up for information about the research. 

4. Sex Ed: Basic biology at school (went to a private girl’s boarding school). A person
came in to talk about abortion (prolife), contraception and relationships. She wants to
be a teacher and would like to teach RE. We had an interesting conversation about
how  RE  should  treat  sexuality  and  AIDS  etc.  Moral  or  practical  issues.  Aids
knowledge very good. Has watched documentaries etc on it. Knows the distinction
between HIV and AIDS, understands the latency period. Knowledge of contraception
also good, had to persuade the FPC to let her have the cap rather than the pill -has
good reasons (ref tape).

Risk: Very interesting on how risk is weighted up against the practical restraints of a
relationship (ref tape). 

Safe Sex: Knew about it, happy with it and thought that more should be said about it.
Relationships Some of the discussion about this in relation to RE teaching which she
feels  should  be  about  relationships.  She  is  married  now  but  has  had  sexual
relationships in the past which she talked about in detail - why she had sex when she
did.  

Sexuality: Not covered individually but covered in other areas. 

Peer Group: None really, working at [NAME OF UNIVERSITY] on PHD, husband in
TOWN. Very good interview. She is interesting talking about  sex and AIDs as a
Christian liberal and as a woman. Very honest about herself, admits that it isn't easy
to act on knowledge realising that if she can't who can.


